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IN HIS MESS GE TO COAL MINE
leaders on Thursday President Roosevelt
~»id that he addressed them not as president of the United States and not as comman<f.er-in-chief, but as the friend of laoor. That he spoke sincerely there ~an be
no doubt. During his entire administra, tion Mr. Roosevelt has given abundant
e:v;idence of his sympathetic feeling toward the man who earns his living by the
labor of his hands and of his earnest desire to promote the . well ~eing of the
common man. That political considerations may sometimes have influenced his
course when labor questions were involved does not dispose of the volume of
evidence that he is really and sincerely
the friend of labor.
·

*

*

FRIENDSHIP,

NO

*

MATTER

HOW

~incere, may be injudiciously expressed,
and there is reason to believe that iri his
desire to promote the welfare of the laboring man, the president has followed a
course that is injurious to him. Through
Hrs whole administration the president
has yielded to demands of labor, which
demands often originated with leaders
a.t\d agitators rather than with the rank
and file of labor itself, and has rendered
decisions, or caused them to be rendered,
which have had· the effect of making a
~parate and privileged class of organized labor, exempting it from obligations
such as rest on other citizens and condonihg acts committed by it which would be
crimes if committed by others.

immediate effect, is the fact that there
has been eated the tradition that organized labor must have whatever its leaders
. demand for it, and that its demands, if
denied, will be enforced by strong arm
measures of which the mass strike is but
one example.

*

*

*

THAT SITUATION IS INJURIOUS TO

the general public, and instead of being
beneficial, it is injurious to labor itself.
Just now, under the pressure of war conditions, there is urgent demand for all
the labor there is. But war conditions
are temporary, and during the years of
peace it was shown repeatedly that while
the concessions made to organized labor
gave higher incomes tq the few who were
employed, they stifled demand in many
lines because of exorbitant costs and they
increased unemployment. Wage scales
and regulat~ons concerning hours of labor
mean little to the man who is unable to
find work.

*

*

*

PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT HAS TEM-

porized with labor problems which demanded prompt solution on a positive
basis. He had yielded where he should
have stood firm. He resents the thought
that John Lewis, or any other man, is
bigger than the government. But his own
attitude, in which he has persisted for
years, has contributed directly to the confused and dangerous condition which now
exists. The problems now demanding
solution are grave and pressing. They
*
would have been far simpler, and in fact,
THE RESULT OF TmS COURSE HAS some of them would not have existed, if
been a series of apparent gains for or- . a clear cut, positive policy toward labor
ganized labor, but some, at least, of those had been adopted years ago and followed
apparent gains are ficticious. Wage scales . regularly and consistently. Such a policy,
have been advanced out of proportion to based on reason and equity, and followed ·
production, with the inevitable result that firmly and unwaveringly, would have
all along the line there is pressure for been a far more useful expression of
increased prices, pressure which all the friendship than the po. licy which has been j.
effort of government had been powerles followed, an.d which had brough~ us to
to resist. More important, perhaps, ~in tI:te present dilemma.
~

* *

1

WE HAD A FEW FLASHE.S OF
northern lights on , Thursday night, the
first that ~ have seen since early winter.
The display wasn't very brilliant, .but it
may have interested some of ·the boys
from California who are taking work at
the army air school at the University if
they happened to see it. In talking with
those young soldiers I ·have found several of them interested in the aurora, as
they had never seen it at home, but had
heard of the brilliant displays in these
more northern latitudes. I hope that before they leave they will have an opportunity to see a real auroral .display,
* * *
IN THE EARLY DAYS THE NEW which, once seen, they will not soon forEngland coast towns ~nacted laws regulat- get.
ing fishing, and some of those laws, now
* * *
more than a century old, are still on the
A FULL QUARTER OF AN INCH OF
books, although not all of them are rigid- ice on the bird bath on Friday morning ·
ly enforced. An ordinance enacted by the served as a reminder that there is a good
town fathers of Weymouth and Hingham deal of hazatd in extremely early sowing
limited the permissible catch of fish from the seeds of tender plants and of similarly
the spring run to "a barrelful."' Another early setting out of hothouse plants. Some ·
rule provided that fish taken from the time may be gained by early action, but
run on Monday, Wednesday or Friday one may look for severe frost at any time
must be sold on the public square at 25 up to the middle of May, and, of course,
cents a dozen. Among the species taken June frosts are not at all unusual.
during the herring run there are often
some that weigh four or five pounds, and
-* * *
THERE IS NO PROBABILITY THAT
at 25 cents a dozen these would make
the Thursday night frost did any damcheap eating.
age. Perennials, some of which have
* * *
started, are usually tough, and there has
HENRY HOLT WE~Tlf FISHING FOR been little planting of tender annuals. The
trout one year with four friends on a f oilage on the trees has barely started
Minnesota stream that was said to be and lilac buds are not far enough advanc:
filled with trout. The fishermen were ed to be damaged by frost.
equipped with the very latest in rods,
reels and lines, and each had his special
* * *
A LITTLE LESS THAN A YEAR AGO
assortment of flies. When the flies had
been . carefully adjusted as to color and a requiem mass was said in a chapel of
design the fishermen distributed them- St. Patrick's cathedral, New York for
selves along the stream, carefully spaced Miss Helen Jurawitz, a. Red Cross ~urse
about 50 yards apart, so that they would reported missing after her ship had been
not interfere with each other. For hours torpedoed. A few days ago the marriage
they whipped that ·stream without anyone of Miss Jurawitz to an army sergeant
getting a bite. Then, thoroughly weary, was solemnized in the same chapel by
they assembled for lunch. While they the same priest who had officiated at the
were eating two little boys came along, requiem mass. Miss Jurawitz was picked
each carrying a pole cut from the woods, up at sea after being adrift for 19 days.
and each carrying a fine string of beau- She_ and another Red Cross nurse had
tiful speckled trout. The city fishermen suffered from hunger, frostbite and exasked the boys where they caught so posure, but recovered promptly.
.
many fish. "Just in .the crick," the boys r
replied, pointing to the stream where the
men had been fishing most of the day. t
"What did you use for bait?" was the
next question. "Jest worms," was the
reply, given in a tone showing surprise
that anyone should have thought of other
bait.

SCIENTIFICALLY SPRING IN THE
northern hemisphere begins when the sun
in its apparent journey northward crosses the equator. March 21 is- the average
date on· which this. phenomenon occurs,
but the time may vary by a few hours.
Along the Massachusetts coast, however,
they date spring by the arrival of the annual run of herring, and the herring do
not pay close attention either to the cal·
endar or to the movements of the sun.
This year the run arrived off the coast on
Sunday, April 25, and the fishermen now
know that it is spring.

A CORRESPONDENT ASKS WHAT

WHEN THE GOVERNOR'S TRAIN

was the name or number of the unit ·that reached Gran.d Forks, messages had been

Grand Forks sent to the · Philippines in
our war with Spain. Grand Forks was
not represented in that war by any military unit. For ·several years before that
war, Grand Forks had a company of the
state militia known as Company F. Little
interest was taken then in military matters, however, either in Grand Forks or
elsewhere, and in Grand Forks interest
waned to such a degree that the company disintegrated and the organization
was given up.

*

*

*

OUTBREAK OF THE WAR wrra
Spain caused a sudden Spurt of interest,
and there was a race to get ·into the service. Throughout the country there were
many times as many applications as
there were vacancies. Fr~ntic effort was
made to reorganize Company F, and some
sort of organization was ultimately ef:fected, · but the companies elsewhere in
the state that had maintained their or. ganizations had the inside track, and
Grand Forks men wishing to enlist had
to attach themselves to other companies,
whitil very many of them did.

*

*

*

THERE WAS A SOMEWHAT SIMIlar competition for service at the outset of the Civil war. In the North, the
common expectation was that · the war
would be over quickly, and when Lincoln issued his call for 75,000 volunteers
to serve three months many times that
number were eager to get into the fray.
All over the country volunteer companies
were organized, and congressmen were
deluged with letters and telegrams from
constituents begging them to use their
influence to get th~ or that home company inducted. Congressmen sent ·back
word that they were doing all that they
could, and they urged their home people
to perfect their · organizations and keep
them in good shape so that when they
were called they could respond promptly
and thus would not be left out in the
cold. Instead of three months the war
lasted four years. Competition for places
in the army ceased and the government
was forced to resort to the draft.

*

*

*

A CURIOUS EPISODE OCCURRED
!n connection with the return of the Minnesota troops from the Philippines. Word
was received that the boys had left, or
were about to leave San Francisco for
home, and everybody was in favor of
giving them a royal welcome. Governor
Lind and a large assortment of honorary
colonels and other officers· started out on
a special train to meet them. They had
been informed that the returning soldiers
would come by way of the Great Northern, · and they started · out expecting to
Jneet the troop train in western Montapa.

received saying that the soldiers were not
coming this way) and here an attempt
was made to get things straightened out.
The members of the governor's staff
wore more gold lace than ever was seen
Grand Forks before or since, but they
didn't look a bit happy. They had lost a
whole regiment. They never did succeed
in heading it off. The governor and his
party returned to St. Paul, and my recollection is. that the troop train arrived almost as soon as they did, having com~
by a southern route.

in

. .

*

*

*

TWENTY CARLOADS OF NEW POTA··
toes from California reached New York
the other day and broke a bl~ck mar~et
w;hich had been operating surreptlously
during the recent potato famine in ' the
big city. The California pot~toes were
placed on sale at two pounds for 15 cents,
just a trifle less than the ceUing _of 8
cents per pound fixed by the OP A. Reduced to a price. per bushel that seems
like a high price for potatoes, but new
potatoes always bring a fancy price, and
California is a long way frem New York.

*

*

*

OCCASIONALLY THERE HAS BEEN
demand for the abolition of the grain exchanges on the ground that the exchanges are responsible for the specula·
tion which results in wide fluctuations in
grain prices. Potato prices have fluctuated far more widely than grain prices.
Sometimes the price has been so low that
it didn't pay . to dig them, and at least
once they sold in Grand Forks for $4 per
bushel. An(l potatoes have never been
listed in the exchanges for future trading. ·

r

I

j

· THINGS INCREDIBLE,
NOT JM..
possible, are continually ha pening. The
story of one -of them was recently released by the navy department. Stephen
.Urtchok, a former waiter in one of the
Childs restaurants in New York, enlist· ed in the navy last fall at the age of 19
and was assigned to a destroyer. While
the ship was at sea in a violent storm,
young Urtchok was washed from the
deck by a mammoth wave. Immediately
there was a cry of "man overboard,'' but
the storm was so furious that a boat
could not be launched, and Urtchok was
given up as lost. The boy remained afloat
for 40 minutes, and he says that each
wave looked to him 'like a three-story
house. Then another destroyer happened
alongside, and another monster wave
washed him onto its deck where sailors
grabbed and held him. If a writer dared
put that incident in a work of fiction his
readers would cry "What does he take
us for? Idiots?''

*

*

*

THAT GIVES ME AN IDEA.

LET
some capable writer make a collection of
all the apparently impossible things that
have happened in real life and that are
properly authenticated, and then put his
character, or characters, through those
''impossible" experiences. Seems to me
that a bang-up yarn of that sort could
be written, but nobody would believe it
unless it were carefully annotated, with
the official record given of every incldent described. Even then a lot of people would insist that most of the records
h.a d . been faked.

*

*

*·

WHAT SHALL BE DONE WITH AND
about our centenarians? This is a question which has challenged the attention
of the Eastern Psychological association,
which recently held its annual meeting
at Hunter college. · The association had
been studying this weighty problem fo:r
the past 20 years, and the results of the
study 'to date were presented at the meeting by Dr. Grace E. Bird, of the Rhode
Island State College of Education. During the period 450 cen enarians were studied, and of these 34~rare still living. The
range of ages for tne whole group extnded from 100 to l .i1 5.

FROM THE STUDY GIVEN IT APpears that · about twice as many women
as men live to be 100 or· more, and married life .aP,pears to be co·n ducive to
longevity, as most of those in the group,
both men and women, had been married.
No estimate is given of the age· which
they might have reached if they had not
married. There is a rather prevalent impresslon that great longevity and intellectual activity seldom go together, the
idea being that the less one thinks the
less he worries and the less he worries
the longer he is likely to live. The report
does not cover this feature in detail, but
among the cases studied there were many
college graduates, six high ranking army
officers, one United States senator, three
clergymen, one teacher, thr~e physicians,
.and a film actress who made her debut
at Hollywood at 100.
t

*

*

*

ONE SPEAKER HAD STUDIED THE
ne~ds of centenarians and suggested some
things that may be done to make their
lives happier and more useful.
. "Some day,'' said he, "every ~ommuntty will have its schools for older people,
with courses of study designed for the
special needs, interests and abilities of
m~n and women in the sixties, seventies
and even eighties and with vocational
guidance counselors doing a tailor made
guidance job for individual old people.
••• The aged need schools, recreational
centers, arts and crafts centers, sheltered
work shops, adult playgrounds, marriage
brokers, social clubs."

*

*

*

JUST THINK OF LIVING .TO BE 100
and having all that done for you. What
a life! I have never had any keen desire
to be a centenarian. The prospect is not
alluring even if they let us jog along in
our own way.
ut if they're going to
sociaJ,iz~ us, an~teach us, and train us,
and have us pla games, and tailor make
us, I'd rather e included out. Why
shoµId anyone w nt to be 100, anyway?,

IN THE DAYS WHEN HOUSES WERE · services. Those men must be fed, clothed,
being built-we are_ not building many sheltered, armed, trained and transport•
hoµses now-many trades were represent· ed to the ends of the earth. That task im•
ed on each job. There were carpenters, poses on the natural resources and pro-·
'bricklayers and cement men, plumbers, ductive capacity of the nation far sursteamfitters, painters and decorators, and passing anything before experienced. It
perhaps some others. Not all the men in has been necessary to recast the entire
those trades worked on the same build· industry of the nation, to suspend or cur·
lng at the same time, but often several tail a~l its normal activities and to assign
'classes of work were in progress at once, those who have conducted those activities
and conflict was frequent and often sharp. to new and unfamiliar tasks. And if the
·~The carpenter stormed at the lumber peo- work is to be done efficiently all its parts
.• ple because material was not delivered must be synchronized and co-ordinated .in
' just when he needed it. Plumber and order that goods of the right kind may be 1
steamfitter got in each other's way. The delivered in a continuous stream when
.... 'bricklayer couldn't go ?.head with the and where they are needed.
chimney because the cement man hadn't
·*
finished the footings. Owner and con·
WHEN WE CONSIDER THE COMPLI•
·.,tractor were sometimes at loggerheads, cations- which attend the. conduct of even
and the architect aged visibly under pres- the smallest civilian business and the ob. sure of ·his work as- co-ordinator and con- vious limits of human capacity, and then
..l:iliator. Yet all those men were directing think of the magnitude of the job · which
-their energies to one job, the building of · those same human beings are now called
a house, and presently the house was on to perform it no longer seems 'strange
...built, and they were all proud of it.
that in the gigantic effort that must be
*
put forth conflict should arise, tempers
WHEREVER MANY MEN ARE EN· should be frayed, and unavoidable friction
~aged in a common effort but each is as· should develop heat and cause sparks to
Jigned to his own specific task, there is fly. · It is not strange that the man in
ound to be some clashing of immediate charge of a great department, earnestly
'"interest. The sales manager of the big trying to bring it to the· highest stand·
~orporation pounds the table at the ere- ard of efficiency, should explode when he
· dit man because what seemed to be a finds that material which he needs is go* desirable order has been ca11celed,
ing to some other department whose head
....neither can quite understand why and
the is equally determined to produce the
production department is so slow in turn- best possible results in the least possible
ing out goods. Each man is 'interested in time.
·his own specialty, but each would be rea•
* * *
. dy to f_ight to protect the interest and the
FROM TIME TO TIME WE HEAR OF
reputation of the house.;
sharp conflict between Jeffers and Patter,. .
* *
son, between Nelson and some of his
., SUCH CONFLICT IS CONTINUOUS subordinates, between Ickes and almost
and commonplace in civilian life, and no- everybody else. But it is well to remem~ody worries about it. Friction is allayed, her that all. those men have a huge job
:llisputes are adjqst~d, and .the work goes on thei}'.' }].ands, and it is only fair to sup.
~head.. In another field the nation has un- pose that they are trying to do it well.
tiertaken the performance of enormous And when ·it is possible to view all those
tasks requiring the co-operation of mil- things"in their true proportions, probably r
. .?ions instead of' the few score or the few we sliall find that many of . the disputes
. hundreds who may be engaged in a pri- which have seemed so sensational were
.vate enterprise. To conduct the operations merely spray on·· the surface of a great
of a great war, the government had in- tidal wave which rolled resistlessly forducted millions of men into its armed ward~

* *

·-,.j

* *

*

li!I

I
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'

HOW LONG DO ANY QF OUR FAM·
!liar song birds live, and for how many
years will the same birds return Fegularly to make their nests in the same spot?
"'. frhese q~estions are prompted by a story
.. tfrom Sea Girt, New Jersey, which tells
of the recent arrival there of an oriole
ior the 18th spring in succession to occupy each time the same nest that it built
in 1925. The bird is said to be so tame that
it seems to enjoy the presence of human
beings near by, and the story says that
it will respond with its melodious song to
the notes of a near-by whistler and will
continue to sing as long as the bystander cares to whistle.

*

*

*

*

*

*

I HAD NO IDEA THAT ANY ORIOLE
Uves to be 18 years old. Some of the larger birds live a long time. I have heard it
said the ostritches sometimes live to be
100, but that, I believe, is a gross exaggeration, but I had no idea that any of our
smaller and more familiar birds lived for
more than five, or at most 10 years. Perhaps I was wrong, or perhaps the New
~ ersey orioles is an exception.
I SEE A PAIR OF ORIOLES IN MY
neighborhood every year. I suppose their
nest is in some tall tree in the vicinity,
rthough I have never seen it. But whether
or not the birds that appear' are those
which came years ago I have no means
of knowing. Nor do I know whether it is
the same wrens or their descendants
that come to the same bird house year
after year.

*

*

make . tlie fact known. 'A friend· wrote
long ago that she has never seen a humming bird's nest and wished very much
to see one. If any reader knows of such
· a nest this year and will write me about
it I will pass the information along. I
have never seen a humming bird's nest
that was occupied, but years ago some
of my people back east wrote that my
father had found one in his grape vine
and that he watched over it with jealous
care while the tiny eggs were being laid
and hatched and until the young birds ·
were able to go alone.

I

* *

PARK COMMISSIONER MOSES OF
New York does not intend to have any of
his parks used for advertising purposes.
One of the new army tanks was exhibited in a public place in the city, and a low
fence was built around it to keep meddlesome hands away. Mr. Moses found that
the fence enclosed a few feet of park
property, and immediately ordered it removed. His objection was not to the display of the tank, but to the use of certain
advertising signs which accompanied it.
He said that if one concern were permitted to display its signs on park property
others would demand the same privilege,
and he would have none of it.

*

*

I HA VE BEEN REMINDED OF AN
appeal that I made long ago to anyone
who knows of a humming bird's nest to
1

'

*

*

*

THE POLICE HAVE GIVEN NOTICE
that if rabbits are found running at large
they will be destroyed. I hope the police
will carry out their good intentions, for a
rabbit can be as destructive as a cow. One
trouble is that some of the rabbits which
play the mischief with growing plants are
wild. They are not really wild rabbits but
are the progeny of tame rabbits which
have got loose or have been turned loose
and have nested under piles of lumber or
in other sheltered places. I know of one
that will be shown no mercy if . I ever
can reach it. Trouble is that nobody wants
to sit around for hours waiting to . get a
crack at a rabbit.

ON

ITS

EDITORIAI:., PAGE THE
New York Times has a column entitled
"Topics of the Times11 which I always
enjoy reading because of its sanity, it$
good humor ana its practice of hitting the
nail on .the head. I am taking the liberty

many kinds at whoever dared to ap•
proach. "Devil hill'' was an appropriate
name for it.

*

*

*

BUT THE HILL WAS IN THE WAY
of our advance and it had to be taken, so
0"4r lads took it. Because of the shelter

of lifting the following paragraph from
. the "topics" column because "them's my which its rocks and caverns afforded
sentiments, too.'' The paragraph reads:
neither shells nor bombs could do more
than make a few dents on it and tanks
* * *
"ANY NUMBER OF US TODAY FIND couldn't get near it. So the boys rushed
ourselves thinking of the author of a re- across to its base, climbed its steep side
cently published autobiography ai:d wi.sh• and liquidated the Germans thereon with ·
ing that the author lives ~P to ~ts title the bayonet. It took real fighting to do
and more. In his discuss10ns with the that, and our men can fight.
president of the United Mine Workers
* * *
we devoutly hope that the writer of this
SOMETIMES THE BAYONET HAS
autobiography is not content with show- been considered a rather useless piece of
ing himself a curmudgeon. We trust that furniture. With tanks, and plan·es, and
he will go on and give Mr. John L. Lewis open-order movements it seemed that
an example of how a tartar behaves, and personal combat must be a thing of ~he .
a termagant and a dragon and a rough past. But every little while some incident
diamond and a hot potato and a half- ·reminds us that there is no instrument
horse half-alligator duelist.
of war and no form of fighting, no mat''The great majority of Secretary Icke's ter how primitive, for which the soldier
countrymen can only hope that the secre· may not find use. And when he does
tary of the interior brings into play every need it he needs it in a hurry.
militant word and gesture at his com* * *
mand. He cannot be too hot with Mr.
MECHANIZATION HAS· SO SPEED·
Lewis to suit our taste, too pet~lant,
churlish, cantankerous and not stopping ed up farm work that the farmer is able
short, if need · be, of the vituperative. If to overcome obstacles presented by unever the country needs a curmudgeon and favorable weather in a manner which
would have been impossible in the early
a Dutch Uncle it is now.''
days of northwestern agriculture.. In that
* * *
earlier
period seeding was apt to be a
WITHIN THE PAST FEW MONTHS
we have learned that in Tunisia the .word· long job for the homesteader, for usually
''Djebel" 'means "hill." · But for military he had to plod back · and forth several
purposes the hills. in that country are also times across his fields, following a two-or
, known by number. In front · of one sec- three-horse team at the pace of about two
tion of General Patton's American army miles per hour. In good weather seeding ·
last week was a hill listed on the charts lasted until about the first of June, and a
as 609. But our fellows didn't call it that. rainy spell which interrupted him for a
They called it ''Djebel Devil," and with week was a serious matter.
good reason. The hill is high, steep and
* * \ *
TODAY THE SAME FARMER, OR
rocky, and it gave shelter to a lot of
mighty tough Germans v.rho used it as a his son, is likely to have a tractor which
base from which to hurl explosives of moves much more rapidly than a team
and which has sufficient power to haul
two or, three implements in tandem so
that the whole job of seeding may be
completed at one ·o peration. Of course
many horses are still used, and their
value on the farm is beyond question.
But the number o mechanical appliances
is so great 'that the aggregate time spent
in the fields has been materially short..
ened, and unseasonable weather is not
the calamity that it once was.

WHAT DOES THE MIDWES'.t KNOW
about the war? Are we of the great plains
really aware that there is a war? We read
about it in the papers and listen to accounts of it over the radio, but the stories
that we read or hear come from far-off
lands of which we kl\ow little and in
which we have but casual interest. We
are thrilled by the achievements of our
troops on distant battlefields, of our fly·
fng men in the air, and of our men wllo
go down to the sea fn ships. But the ~
:fllcts in whJcb they engage are a ~
way off and the sound of them ~
reach us directly across the vast dfs.
tances which separate us.

* *

*

HERE AND THERE, DOTl'ING OUR
great spaces, are occasional flying fields
and army posts where armed men are In
training, and occasionally we may hear
tbe drone of a practice plane overhead or
hear the clatter of a machine gun in a
military maneuvre. But we are neither
alarmed nor greatly interested, for we
know that there is no actual combat near
us. We have no v1slble evidence of the
cosmopolitan nature of the war, for we
never see an enemy and a foreign uniform carrying the insignia ef a friendly
nation is a rar.lty ,unong us.

*

*

*

YET WE OF THE GREAT PLAINS,
of the farms and small cities and villages
distant from scenes of conflict and secure
from violent attack as we feel ourselves
to be, have abundant 'reas~m to know that
a war is in progress, and we do know it.
On a little farm is an elderly couple
whose years of industry and thrift have
built a home and provided means for quiet
and comfort, but who must postpone the
leisure to which they have looked forward. The groWJ\ son who had become
them main ata-y 16 gone to the war. He
may have been one of those Am~rlcan
boys who stormed a mountain side in
Africa, or he may have fought through
the jungle of Guadalcanal. But he 1s gone.
His younger brother must be kept out of
school to dike his place, and the aging
father must bend himself again to the
task of carrying on the work of the farm,
and the mother must take her place in
the field.

* *

I

•

THERE IS THE MERCHANT WHOSE
business was once running smoothly,
whose clerks are gone, and who must try
to carry on with scant and inexperienced
help and who finds it impossible to keep
his shelves stocked with the goods that
his customers need. There ls the little
factory where a dozen men were once
busily employed. Those mechanics are
now working in war industries in Seattle,
or Cleveland, or Chicago, and the owner
of the little ·plant can get neither men nor
material. These men know that there is a
war.

DISTANT AS WE ARE FROM EITH·
er ocean ,and from island bases from
which we might be reached, and presenting few targets which would tempt an
enemy, we have no expectation of invasion by land or sea or of attack from the
skies. Our occasional blackouts are recognized as practice maneuvers which
*
may be useful in depriving an enemy of
IN THIS GREAT AREA THERE ARE
landmarks to guide his course · toward homed by the hundred thousand from
some other objective, but which are likely each of which someone has gone to bear
to have little bearing on our own safety. arms for his country, and those who remain watch the mails eagerly for news
*
WE SHARE WITH OTaERS
SOME from the son or brother who may be in
of the Inconveniences of food rationing, Africa, in China, on one of the Pacific is-I
but even these affects our living only lands, or on any one of the seven seas.
sligh*l,=Y·
We live in the center of a great There is the young wife who had shared!
foodarea where many of the with her husband the task of building
most im
t and desirable food mater• their first home, the home In which they
ials are produced under our own eyes, hoped to spend years of happiness tooften by our own hands, and we know gether. The husband is flying a plane in
nothing of many of the severe restrictions Burma and the wife 1s setting rivets in
to which some other Americans are nec- another plane which some other girl's
essarily subjected. Our tables are supplied husband may fly.
with food in abundance and in variety so
great that little adjustment is necessary.
*
THERE ARE THE LACONIC MES·
sages which come dally over the wire
notifying parents, wives, or other loved
ones, that this or that young man dear to
them ts reported "missing in action''
somewhere on the other side of the world.
Those messages bring sadness to lnnum•
erable homes, though not even the news
of death can efface the solemn pride in
samfice in a holy cause.

* •

* *

*

*

*

*

*

ALL OF THESE, OUR FRIENDS AND
neighbors in the Interior of this great
continent know well the grlm fact of war,
and they need neither narades, nor bands,
nor flying flags to remind them of it.
These plains states have been drained of
their fine young manhood by the war in a
ratio not exceeded in any other area, and
those who have sent their sons, and husbands and brothers into the fierce expe~
fences of the war are thoroughly conscious of it

REVERSING A FORMER DECISION,
the supreme court has ruled that muni. cipal ordinances imposing license fees for
the distribution of ,literature by the sect
known as Jehovah's Witnesses are in·
valid. As in a former case, the decision
was on a vote of 5 to 4. In the former
case, Justice Byrnes- voted with four
others to sustain the validity of the license fee. Justice Rutledge, appointed
after the resignation of Justice Byrnes,
voted on the other side. The other justices voted as they had done on the form•
er .case,

*

* *

THE CLOSENESS OF THE VOTES ON
this question indicates something of the
complexity in the issues involved. It was
argued, for instance, that to prohibit or
obstruct distribution of such literature
would be in violation of freedom of the
press and also of freedom of worship,
because the distributing organization
uses this means of persuading others of
the soundness of its beliefs. On the other
hand, one justice said when the distributors undertake to sell their books they
are not engaging in a religious exercise
but ·in the commercial business of bookselling, which stands on a different
grounds.

the front steps or about the yard, to be
blown hither and thither by the wind.
But, unlawful though it is, .that is. a nuisance which a long suffering public has
to bear as best it can, for nobody seems
inclined to do anything about it.

*

*

*

*

*

*

THAT MUST HAVE BEEN A MERRY
game that was played in a New York bil·
liard room the other night when a _b attle
was staged with cues for weapons.
Three men entered the room and two began playing while the third looked on. At
a signal the third man announced a hold·
up and brandished a gun. His companions
supported him, threatening others in the
room with their cues. But other players
came forward with their cues, and for a
time the scene resembled Donnybrook
fair. The bandits were routed, and one,
who had a broken head, was captured.

THE MANAGER OF A MOVIE THEAter in St. John, New Brunswick, has fit·
ted up a projection room in his basement
where he previews the films which he is
later to exhibit. Being a hospitable man
he invited the neighbors in when he has
a good film to view, and a St.-John friend
writes me that her family enjoy the local
preview of the latest films in the luxury
* * *
of comfortable couches and roomy arm
THE M:ATrER OF RINGING DOOR· chairs. Seems to me a great idea.
.bells came into the discussion, and the
majority held it to be permissible, this
*
IT IS CURIOUS WHAT SENTIMENT
being an ancient and honorable custom~ There was no ruling on whether or . attaches to color. Various symbolisms
not the housewife must go to the door have been attached to different colors, as
when the bell rings. Neither is there any- white for purity, blue for loyalty and rfd
thing in either majority or minority for courage. But in some parts of the far
opinion in support of the theory that any- East, white is the color .of mourning, takone has the right to scatter handbills on ing the · place usually accorded to black
in the western world. Yellow seems to be
generally in disrepute, though . Rumania
and Venezuela have, or had, yellow bars
on their flags, and the old naval flag of
China displayed a dragon on a yellow
ground. Like most other countries we use
red on our flag, but to call a man a Red
may provoke a fight. That condition orig.
inated in the disfavor with which most of
our people viewed the Communist revolution in Russia, but in Russia the people
are p~oud of their red flag, and there red
is th~ most popular of all colors.

*

*

*

*

*

ANYONE WHO THINKS THAT HE
will escape taxation under the Ruml or
any other plan has another guess com·
ing. If we don't have to pay two taxes in
one year we shall be lucky.

CASE AND COMMENT IS A MAGAzine published for lawyers and containing
material of special interest to members
of the legal profession. Tile spring number of the magazine contlins an article
, entitled "The United Nations of the
World" which deals with the causes and
consequences of ·war, considers some
things essential to its prevention, and
proposes a plan whereby the author believes peace and order . may be maintained. The argument does not differ
greatly from that presented by many oth•
er writers and the plan presented is similar in many respects to some of the
plans which have recently been proposed
by other writers. Not for anything unusual in the article, but for other reasons
which I will disclose later on, I thought
it might be given a summary of its con~nts here.
·

*

*

*

THE WR"rrER LOOKS j\BROAD
and sees a world at war, a war which
he describes as "the most devastating,
exterminating and deadly conflict in the
history of the world." He finds irony in
the fact that the world is at war while
the people want peace.
"The millions of men in arms," he says,
''want peace; the women who have learned by sad experience the suffering and
hardship that war heaps upon them pray
and plead for peace; the commanding
officers of the armies and navies · en·
gaged in this murderous conflict say they
prefer peace. Every ruler of the warring
nations says that the war was not
brought on by his desire. Eaoh power
disowns the responsibility for the colossal slaughter.''

*

*

*

TO CURE THIS ONDITION THE
writer proposes the er ation of a supreme
world government which shall have
charge of all international relations,
leaving each nation undisturbed in the
control of its domestic affairs, but with
no armed .force except such as may be
necessary for policing-:- tis proposed that
the world government shall maintain an
army and navy for the purpose of maintaining peace and to enforce its decrees
against nations which refuse to abide
by decisions rendered in matters of international nioment on which it has been
called to rule.

*

*

*

*

*. *

1

THE TITLE SUGGESTED FOR THE
world organization is "United Nations of
the .World, and a skeleton plan for its
organization is given. It · is propo,sed that
the United Stc;1tes call a conference of
the nations for the purpose of formulating a constitution, each nation to be repsons, and its work shall terminate with
resented at this conference _b y · five persons, and its work shall terminate with
the framing of the constitution, which
shall be submitted to the several nations .for adoption. A further suggestion is that
the super government shall consist of
two branches, a parliament which shall
have legislative and executive authority,
and a supreme court which shall determine all matters of law.
THAT IS AN OUTLINE OF THE
plan proposed in the magazine article.
The reader on glancing over it may find
nothing specially interesting in it, as he
will find it similar in many respects to a
dozen or a score of plans which have
been published in books or magazine articles within the past two or three years.
But the feature that I foupd particularly
interesting is not the plan itself, or the
discussion of principles and needs wbich
introduces it, but the fact that it was not
written with reference to this war at all,
but was first published in March, 1915,
when the first World war was just getting under way and most of the men now
fighting in this war were not yet born.

DISCUSSING THE ABSENCE OF
means to enforce peace the writer says
that although there is supposed to be a
great system of international law, there
exists no :machinery for enforcement of
that law. Its very existence, it is said, is
the result or mutual consent or comity,
and whenever a nation sees fit to disregard it or give it an arbitrary interpretation to suit her own design, and adheres
* * *
to such position, war is usually the final
"THE UNITED NATIONS OF THE
arbiter.
World" was written by T. F. McCue, a
prominent member of the No;rth Dakota
bar, whose home was at Carrington, N. D.
and who served as attorney general of
the stat.e in 1907-08. The article was published in Case and Comment March 15,
1915, and was republished in the current
issue of the magazine because its content
. parallels much of the thinking that is
prevalent today on existing problems and
those which must be faced after this war.
It will be noted that Mr. Mccue preceded
Messrs Roosevelt and Churchill by about
a quarter of a century in the use of the
term "United Nations."

I HAVE ON MY DESK A SOUVENIR ret, or at the control of a plane, must get
of earlier days which would be interesting a grand feeling of contentment knowing

that when he's laying down his life the
men he's dying for are at home laying
down terms to our country. It's too bad
. the fools can't come to the realization
that they are the best little helpers, Hitler, ·Hirohito and Mussy could want.
There's only one name for them and
that's the ugly word, saboteurs. Please
forgive us for bothering you with our
griefs. We just had to get rid of it or
bust.'
•
* * *
TO THIS THE EDITOR OF THE NEW
Era adds:
·
·
"Cheer up, Robert.-We still have faith
that when and if strikes jeopardize a
* * *
THAT CARD WAS RECEIVED RE· military victory measures will be enacted
cently by Mrs. G. C. Wheeler of Univer- by the congress to stop them-probably ,
sity avenue, from her great grandmother, by putting some labor union bosses and
Mrs. S. W. Burton, of E·u reka Springs, politicians in jail until the war is over."
Arkansas, who saw the race between the
.* * *
.
.two great horses and has kept the card
I WISH I COULD FEEL AS SURE AS
as a souvenir of the event. Mr. and Mrs .. the editor of the New Era seems to be
Burton spent the summer in 1909 in that congress, or somebody, will take
Grand Forks, Mr. Burton being employ- appropriate action with respect to the ·
ed by a paving company to supervise the strikes, every one of which is in effect
.p avement of a part of University avenue. an act of mutiny against the United
Mrs. Burton, who is now in her 91st year, States. Unfortunately, the government
and hale and hearty, writes that they had has permitted itself to be cowed and ina wonderful day at the fair and were timidated by strikes and threats of
permitted to approach quite close to the strikes-which amount to the same thing
racers in their barn, where they were in principle-, has · cajoled strikers and
guarded by soldiers with guns. The card parleyed with them, and yielded to them,
which she has treasured through so until it appears that John Lewis and his
many years she has now sent on to ~e understrappers are the real rulers of the
kept for her little great-great-grandchild country. We hear resounding declaraRalph, aged six months, the son of Mr. tions of determination to "hold the line,"
and Mrs. Wheeler.
and then we are treated to a mess of
exceptions, and exemptions, and where*
* *
THE PEMBINA NEW ERA PUBLISH- ases, and provisos, until the whole thing
ed a letter last week from Robert Crotty evaporates like mist before a summer
Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert c.r~tty ?f sun. And we seem to be no nearer definPembina who is now taking trammg m ite action than we were months ago. I
the
camp at Fort Benning, Geor- have no doubt tbat there are thousands
gia. I quote the following from Robert's of other soldiers and sailors, in domestic
letter:
camps, on the high seas and on · battle
• • *
fronts abroad, who feel about this sub"I can't think of anything In recent his- ject as Robert. Crotty does.. And some
tory outrageous enough to inf1:1riate the day that entiment will find means of ex'.American people in civilian life and the pression, perhaps in a startling manner.
men like ourselves, who are in the service
of our country, like strikes an~ walkouts r
occurring throughout the country. Let us
ask these labor leaders and instigators
how long they'd· have the right to ever
think of such a thing if those ·of us in the
service threw down our weapons and
aaid, 'To hell with it. $50 isn't enough.'
We're sure the boys in a foxhole, gun tur-

to we who were here something more
than 30 years ago and who. witnesS:ed the
race between the famous horses Dan
Patch and Minor Heir at the state fair
in 1909. The card was printed by the
Grand Forks Herald for free distribution. One side ls kept free, as usual, for
stamp and address, and on the other are
pictures of the two horses facing each
other, with their records, Minor Heir,
1: 59 % , and Dan Patch 1.55. In the race
at Grand Forks Minor Heir won in 2:11%.
Space is left on that side of the card for
correspondence.

army

so THEY'RE ABOUT To: ~vs ON
our honor in the matter of sugar ration·
ing for canning. That's going to make it
tough going for a lot of us. When a ra·
tioning system is based on fines and oth·
er penalties there is a tendenw to loo~
on the thing
\l1; of ga,_ne between
the individual a
~ment. If
one can play a trick and ltOt tE!t caught
at it he can c h ~ over having outwit·
ted the other player. If he is caught he
goes to jail, or pays his fine, and calls
it square. But when one is put on his
honor he must be
advantage then
sitting bird or filching p
blind man's tin cup. That's certairtly going to make it tough.

*

*

*

di1 ht re&dmg, of
rdtoridton -ot
Maple lake, the level of which is reported
to have been raised 11 feet from the low
point of a few years ago. For many years
Maple lake was a popular summer re•
sort for Grand Foru
in this part of tile
ey. It
was ear enough to be easy of access,
yet transportation conditions were such
as to preclude too frequent coming and
going.

*

l) ~

1ft

OF 1'HE AUTO,

lake by train,
at a dise Great
evenmr traina
between Grand Forks aQd..
th, and
those trains were met by ohn Buhn's
bus which would deliver passengers at his
hotel or at their cottages. The conditions
did not favor frequent running back and
forth, and when we went to Maple lake
usually we stayed there until the vacation was over. ExcursioqJ ere some~ i't1n on Sunday, aiit'I
urth of
usually a big day, but in general the resort wu &
ce, where
one got
es, rowed,
fish
wood, and
a steamboat
t the western end of

IN THIS P
THE COUNTRY
we think it is difficult to get competent
domestic help, or even help that is somewhat less than competent. It is difficult,
but think of what ~ are up against in
Los AngeleL
ttot
a Hollywood f
SI',
$125 a month, and the m
vate room and bath, with no cooking to
do, and two afternooll8 a week off. Perhaps that isn't typical, but it is an actual
case, and there ate many other1 just
about like it. Result, m
the larger homes .,,-e
the duration and the H
* *
the family meals hetgelf and wash g
ONE OF THE FAVORITE FORMS OF
the dishes after she gets home from her entertainment was
war work.
breezy day there wo
a ozen sail
boats skimming across the water. Frank
I WAS INTERESTED THE OTHER Kent had a swift one, and E. R. Phinney,
Bert Wells and W. W. Hall also had fast
ones. There were numerous motor boats
and Hall had a b l a ~ on which he
took o-ul$1ng p
e lak
A road ran u
the re
of the cottage~
elf was
the real .highway. A boy from the Bun•
ness store made his deliveries to the cottages from a row
ne who
wished to go
call on a
friend made the

Jrurrwas

*

*

*

*

*

*

BUHN'S HOTEL WAS THE OLDEST
at the lake, and did a thriving business.
W. G. Smith came later with his hotel at
the end of the bay. Hall's place was the
really classy one. In Grand Forks, Hall
was band master and orchestra leader. At
- the lake he was the hospitable host who

.

. . ....."'.r

•

,.... . .- ·...

~

- ..

nJ.ty and formality. Of imposing appearance, and always immaculately dressed
except when tinkering with his engine or
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ ·- doing other necessary chores, he called
his guests to meals with his bugle, and a
bugle call also announced the hour for
swimmfng.

*

*

*

HALL HAD THE FIRST AUTOMO.
bll~ at Maple lake. He had a hard time
getting it there, for the roads were awful, and then- were ~Y who ridiculed
.blm f~ 'tallila
l1J8Cbine to a
place where the roads were deep loose
sand in a dry time and mud as deep
when it rained. But they mixed clay with
the sand and gave it some sort of consistency. Other cars came, and soon Maple
lake became an overnight resort. I hope
they can keep the water level where it Is
It's a pleasant place around whose early
days there are int~resting associations,
and if they can keep plenty of water in
·
al future.

GENERAL FRAINE SPENT SO MANY
~ears of his life away from North Dakota
that many of those who once knew . him
well have been out of to ch with him,
although he still maintained contact with
those who ·had been intimately associated
with him. But whether they have been
in communication with him or not, his old
friends remember him with affection ·and
will have learned of his ,passing with _re- ·
gret.
·

*

*

*

GENERAL FRAINE WAS BY TEM·
perament and training a military man,
although he did not choose the career of
a professional soldier. But throughout his
adult life he was intensely interested in
the organization and training of young
men for national defense, and when the
time came for active service he entered
into that service with enthusiasm and
brought to it the skill and wisdom born
of years of experience and devotion.

*

* *

· IN CONNECTION WITH GENERAL
Fraine's death the Herald republished an
article written years ago by the late Earle
Tostevin, of Mandan, who had ,been associated with him in the first World war.
In that article there was emphasized the
personal interest that the general •took in
the men of his command. That characteristic was familiar to all w:\lo knew him. .
In his contacts with the militiamen of his
home' town, in tne larger operations of
.the state regiment, in the ~hilippine jungles, on . the Mexican- border, and in the
fierce conflict with . German · ·might' in
France, he knew his men by name, tried
to help them with their problems, was
solicitous for their welfare, and held before them at ·all -times the ideals of, manhood and citizenship.

al F ine's was that sense of humor which \
ena les one to appreciate a joke ,at his
own expense. There is an illustration of
that in a story told by him ·after his return from the Philippines. In that cam- ·
paign he held the , rank of major, and,
regardless of subsequent promotions, to
those who served with him in that campaign he will always be remembered as
Major Fraine. On one occasion he took
out a small reconnaisance party to . discover, if possible, the whereabouts of a
body of Filipinos believed to be somewhere in the vicinity. The party traveled
some distance without seeing a sign of
the enemy and it was decided to return,
but the major wondered what might ·be
just on the other side of a low ridge, and
went alone to look. While he was at some
_d istance from his party a group of Fil·
ipinos of considerable strength broke
from -~ oncealment in a timbered section
off to one side. The major Was in danger
of being outflanked, and he took to his
heels to avoid that disaster. He said he
made the "distance to his comrades in
about nothing flat, and the little party
returned to its base.

*

*

*

*

*

*

ON THE REGIMENT'S RETURN
from the Philippines Major Fraine went
through the train as it crossed the state,
saying goodbye to the men who had
served with him so long, whom he knew
so well, and who would be dropping off
at their respective home towns. One pri..
vate in the group had been a problem.
In most respects he :was a good soldier,
and he had been one of the major's reconnaisance party on , the occasion above
mentioned, but because of his propensity
for breaking rules he had been disciplined
several times, sometiµies quite severely,
·*
and he had shown considerable resentONE CHARACTERISTIG OF GENER- ment.

*

*

AS THE MAJOR APPROACHED THIS
man on his farewell tour the young fellow
rose, steadied himself · carefully, extended his hand and ·shook hands igorously,
saytng in a tone somewhat thickened by
liquid refreshments, "Major, I'll never for•
. get you." The major was gratified to
know that after all that was past there
were no hard feelings, and he said some.thing to that effect. The soldier clung to
his hand and repeated: "No sir, I'll never
forget you." This was repeated until it
began to be embarrassing. In a final out- _
burst the soldier said: "So long as I live,
Major, I'll never forget how like hell you
did run that day!"
Major Fraine enjoyed telling that story
as much as others enjoyed hearing it.

l
MEN WHO ARE IN TOUCH WITH
'developments at the conference of American and British leaders in Washington
are agreed that there has been and is
likely to be no change in the over-all
.strategy of the two nations in respect to
the immediate objective. Germany remains the enemy toward whose defeat
the immediate and concentrated effort of
the two nations must be directed. Italy
'as a military factor remains a minor consideration. Japan occupies a highly important position in the calculations of the
military men because of the grip that she
has on strategic positions in the Far East,
her occupation of important positions in
China and the access which she now has
to raw materials which she is certain to
- -exploit with the greatest possible speed.
Eut the conclusion that a crushing defeat
must first be administered to Germany, a
conclusion reached many months ago, remains unchanged. While developments
week by week and day by day may require
changes in the precise methods whereby
that defeat is to be accomplished, there is
to be no deviation from the main course
already charted.

ALL THIS HAS BEEN DONE PURSu.
ant t o a master plan, and it is all pret
t th
para ory O
e consummation of the
. major purpose, the complete defeat of
Germany. To change that plan now, as
some have suggested, to suspend in any
degree the strengthening 9f the forces
that are engaged in the working out of
the plan, would be to waste much of what
has already been done. To say that having helped to drive the Germans and Italians from Africa, having helped the Russians not only to hold their own against
the Germans but to drive them back, having helped to lay waste German war
plants and military installations, we
should now decide that we have been
mistaken, or at least that we have gone
far enough in that direction and should
concentrate our attention on some other
field, would be a wasteful dissipation of
effort and would represent a useless sac.
rifice of life and needless waste of precious material.

*

I

* *

WE HAVE MADE IMPORTANT PRO·

gress toward invasion of Germany. We
have expelled the enemy from Africa and
SUCH INFORMATION ON THE SUB- made possible the establishment of bases
ject as comes now from the Washington there which will protect our progress
_conference serves merely to confirm the through the Mediterranean and will fa- conclusions which were easily _ to be cilitate whatever approach to Germany
.... reached without access to inside sources from the south is deemed advisable. We
...of information. From the beginning Ger- have assembled great armies and stores
_:many has been the keystone of the great of material for whatever attack is to be
· military structure which menaced the made on Germany from the Atiantic side.
: freedom of the world. It was evident that By the use of air power we have wrought
to remove that menace Hitler and what he incalculable damage within Germany it- represents must be destroyed, and that at- self. We have not destroyed the submar- tack on any of the outposts which Hitler ine menace, but we have brought it withhas established must be undertaken as a in sight of control. If all that work is to I
_step toward the greater objective of Hit- be made effective it must be followed by
: 1er's destruction rather than as an end of cumulative effort in every direction so I
itself. Therefore these two nations were · that we shall be able to strike irresistible
... impelled to concentrate the force of their blows. Anything short of that would be
· blows on Germany.
tragic.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

THAT WAS THE PLAN ON WIDCH

WHILE WE ARE ENGAGED IN THIS

• the United States and Britain undertook
~their joint operations and which has been
followed unchanged up to date. In accord·
'"'ance with that plan the United States
-has sent hundreds of thousands of men
and vast quantities of material across the
Atlantic, both nations have sent planes,
: tanks and other supplies to Russia, some
by the difficult and dangerous northern
route, and some by the long voyage
around the Cape of Good Hope and overland through mountains and across deserts. The United States has sent a completely organized military expedition to
Africa, which, with co-operation of British from the other side of the continent,
has destroyed as an effective force an
Axis army of half a million men and rid
Africa of the last vestige of Axis ower.

major movement on Germany other
fields are not being neglected. The Am·
erican army and navy are at work in the
Pacific. Japanese attack after attack has
been frustrated and at several points we
have taken the offensive. Perhaps within
a few days we shall have recovered from
the Japanese the Aleutian island of Attu,
with recovery of Kiska a natural sequel,
giving Japan reason to look after her
home defenses. Allied control of the Medi·
terranean shorte;ns the distance over
which supplies for China and reinforce·
ment of our armies and navies in southern Asiatic territory will be sent. We are
fighting a global war in which first things
must be considered first, but in which no
opportunity of striking the enemy at any
point is to be overlooked,
·

:

IT MAY BE HAT THE FLOWERS
· that you miss from your garden are being offered for sale in another neighborhood by the petty thjef who stole them.
That sort of thing, I am informed, has
occurred before. I have been told that
raids were made on several peony beds
last year and that the blossom ... were ped·
dled from door to door in other parts of
the city where the thefts would not be
easy to trace. Tulips have also disappeared this spring, presumably for the purpose of sale. -

·ern , latitudes. The plants fl.ave been

w 1 cut back in the fall and earthed up
ana the last step has been to cover them
leaves and loose, garden material.
winter the bed thus protected ha.s
be heavily covered with snow. Yet plant
af r plant has died. And each year I try
a ew more, and anyway I get one year's
bl ssoms from them.

*

*

*

SOME OF US WERE DISCUSSING
what should be done with Hitler after
the war, assuming that he lives long
* ,re
enough to be taken into custody. Nobody
THERE ARE FEW CASES IN WHICH was in favor of executing him, for that
children who offer flowers for sale ob- would make a martyr of him. Imprison-i
tain them from their own home gardens, ment didn't seem to meet the situation.
nor is it likely that those who grow the There was some sentiment in favor of
flowers give them away for this purpose. turning him loose in a neutral country,
Hence both theft and peddling are likely but when the question of which . neutral
to be done away from the culprit's own country arose we struck a snag. There
neighborhood. It has been suggested that aren't many neutral countries. In Europe
persons to whom flowers are offered in there are Sweden, Switzerland, Spain and
this manner try to learn the identity of Portugal, and each has enough problems
the vendors and the origin of the flowers, of its own without assuming custody of
and that if the information obtained is Hitler. Somebody suggested turning him
not satisfactory the fact be telephoned im- loose In Ireland, which also is neutral.
mediately to the police, with full descrip- :rake him secretly to Irel~nd s?me night
tion of the peddler.
.. m the dark of the moon, kick him ashore,
* *
and let him take his chances. The Irish,
*
being a pugnacious people, might be exI S~PP<?S~ MY EXPERIENCE WITH pected to quarrel among themselves over
roses 1s similar to that of many other what should be done with him so that
amateurs. There are hard varieties such he would be free from molestation but he
as t_he H~1:'8a which thrive under almost would be treated with contempt ~herevany condit10ns. They make sturdy plants · er he appeared. There may be flaws in
which live through all sorts of winter that plan, but it has its J.?t'.Jnts.
and summer weather and bloom through
most of the summer months. They are
satisfactory wherever permanent shrubbery is desired, but the blossoms are
short-stemmed and short-lived and are of
little use for cutting.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

BUT WITH THE TEA ROSES AND
, other tender varieties the story is different. They require protection over winter,
and in spite of all the care that can be
given them their percentage of mortality
is. discouraging. For some years I have
experimented with these tender varieties,
growing just a few, and usually during
the first summer the results were entirely satisfactory. A Christopher Stone
planted last spring produced more than
three dozen splendid blossoms. It paid
well for itself .even if it had lived but one
summer, but I am glad to see that the
Christopher Stone is still living, though
most of this year's growth will come from
the root and not from the stubs left after
last fall's pruning. Some others are
showing signs of life, but the rest are
probably gone.
I HAVE FOLLOWED CAREFULLY
the instructions given by the authorities
for winter care of tender roses in these

l HAVEN'T HAD A CHANCE TO
· look the town over this spring, but from
my limited ob~ervation it appears that
this isn't going to be a very good lilac
season. There will be lilacs, as there are
every year, but seemingly not in such
profusion as in several recent seasons.
Some of the buds · were ruined by frost,
but even if ·that had not occurred there
appeared to be fewer blossoms setting
than usual. Lilacs also are later now than
last year. A year ago the bushes were
loaded with fully developed blossoms be·
fore Decoration day. This year only the
earliest ones are out.

that had sent its shoots above tlie sur•
.face before the last snow had disappeared, and it has grown vigorously through
all the hard frosts.
·

*

*

*

THUMBING OVER . MAGAZINES I
see pictures by tHe sc·o re of girls, usually attractive, attired in the very latest
and most expensive-looking Victory garden suits, posing with the latest garden
tools in their hands, and against pleasing
backgrounds of rich foliage. The pictures
are certainly pretty, and they are intend·
ed, doubtless, to create the impression
that Victory gardening is a pleasant sort
of game, romantic and glamorous, the
most important feature of which is to
* * *
provide a girl with a fresh opportunity· to
THERE SEEMS ALSO TO BE GREAT· look charming.
·
er irregularity than· usual in the bloom* * *
ing of flowering plum, flowering almond
IT
IS
QUITE
TRUE THAT IT IS POSand similar shrubs. I have seen two or
sible
for
a
girl
to
grow a couple of radthree bushes well loaded with blossom,
· but on others only a few blossoms appear. ishes or a hill of beans without greatly
. I have one bush that usually has bloomed disturbing her makeup or messing up the
, heavily, but this year it is almost bare. most colorful costume that she elects to
However, I attribute that to heavy prun- wear. But such gardening will not add
ing done last year, perhaps not at just much to the nation's .food supply or con•
tribute greatly to its war effort. If it is
the right time.
undertaken merely as a variation of so* * *
cial life-well, let it go at that.
IN SPITE OF THE CHILLY WEATHer that has retarded the growth of field
REAL GARDENING IS* DIFFERENT.
crops, flowering perennials have made It is not a business for pretty clothes or
wonderful growth. With roots deep in the artistic posing It is not at all glamorous.
soil the plants have drawn on the mois- It's romance-and it has romance-arises
ture stored up from last fall's rains, to from inward consciousness and not from
whieh spring rains· have added their quo- appearances. It involves hard and often .
ta, and the plants have forced tpeir way disagreeable work. It means fighting mosupward in spite of chilly weather. Then quitoes, enduring sunburn and breathing
those warm days of last week stimulated dust. If undertaken too vigorously at ·
the top growth, and the progress made first it means stiffened backs, aching
by peonies and other perennials has been muscles and roughened hands.
the subject of general comment.

* *

*
SURPRISING THING TO

ONE
ME IS
the hardiness of the oriental poppy. Perhaps because of its name I had supposed
this plant to be exceedingly tender, requiring over-winter protection, and subject to the freezing down of. its foliage
in any late spring frost. On the contrary
it appears to be one of our hardiest
plants. Th\s spring I noticed one plant

*

*

*

· THOSE GIRLS WHO WENT OUT
last fall to pick up potatoes experienced ·
in a large way something of what the
gardener experienced on a smaller scale.
They didn't go out wearing pretty
clothes. They wore whatever· old duds
they· had that were roomy and comfortable. When the wind blew, which it did
quite often; their faces were quickly covered with mingled dust and sweat so that
they were scarcely recognizable. Their
work required continual stooping and
lifting of heavy weights. They were
weary at night and full of aches next
,morning. But they stuck to it and did a
r~al job. Gardening on small scale is less·
strenuous, less trying, but it involves
some of the same kind of experience and
pemands something of the same quality• .
There is nothing of the pink tea atmosphere about it, but . it has its reward in
the joy of achievement, and it is really
worth while.

D RING THE ·F ORMER WORLD
war, as in this one, appeals were made
to the people for money to be loaned on
the credit of the government for the fi..
nancing of the nation's war effort. Then
the loans were represented by what were
known as Liberty bonds, each issue of
which was over-subscribed, just as the
several issues of war bonds have been
over-subscribed this time. Among other
methods of approach a quarter of a century ago was the issuance of a personal
appeal by President Wilson in the form
of a letter in the president's own handwriting and reproduced in 1acsimile on
White House stationery.

*

*

*

ONE COPY OF THAT LETTER
comes to me with an unsigned note in
which the writer says:
"An old-timer, I got this when at camp
in World war I."
It may be interesting to compare this
statement with others that have ,been isimed in connection with more recent
drives.
It reads:
· ''AGAIN 'J'HE GOVERNMENT COMES
to the people of the country with the re·
quest that they lend their money, and
lend it upon a more liberal scale than
ever before, in order that the great war
for the rights· of America and the liberation of the would may be prosecuted with
ever increasing vigor to a victorious con·
clusion. And it makes the appeal with the
greatest confidence because it knows that
every day it is becoming clearer and
clearer to thinking men throughout the
nation that the winning of the war is an
essential investment. The money that is
held back now will be of little . use or
value if the war is not won and the selfish
masters of Germany are permitted to die·
tate what America may and may not do.
Men in America, besides, have from the
first until .now dedicated both their lives
and their fortunes to the vindication and
maintenance of the great principles and
objects for Which our government was
set up. They will not fail now to show the
world for what their wealth was intended.''·
"WOODROW WILSON."

ket shrank to about 80, and otjglnal pur·
chasers who sold suffered a loss of about
20 per cent. For this the government was
often criticized, though it was not re·
sponsible, as it stood r~ady to redeem the
bonds at ·their ·face according to agree·
ment, at ·maturity. This it actually did.

*

*

*

* *

*

*

*

THE PRESEN'r WAR BONDS ARE
not negotiable on the market, but the gov-.
ernment itself will redeem them at their
full face value at any time up to and including maturity. That removes all risk
of shrinkage in value. There is an incentive to the holder to retain his bonds until maturity in the provision that the
longer the bond is held the higher will
be the rate of interest paid. These provisions, of course, apply to the cumulative
Series E bonds, which are those intended !'
especially for the small investor.
SEVERAL YEARS AGO SOME AT·
tention was given to the proposal to establish in the Atlantic several floating
islands of hollow concrete to be ·a nchored in position and serve as landing fields
for trans-ocean aircraft. Recently the idea
has been revived and elaborated. The later plan is to have those islan~s built of
steel.

*

. I HA VE A NOTE FROM S. K. FISHER
of Devils Lake, who is a Jules Verne en- f
thusiast, enclosing a clipping from the
New York paper PM carrying a letter
from James C. Iraldi, secretary-historian
of the American Jules Verne society. Mr.
Iraldi refers to these proposed islands
of steel and says that in 1895 there was
published a book by Jules Verne entitled
''Lle a Helice, (The Propelled Isl~nd)"
describing a vast steel structure, equipped with motors, carrying an entire city
upon its surface, floating across the Paci- \
fie ocean.
,

1

*

*

*

THAT BOOK IS UNKNOWN TO ME,
and Mr. Fisher, who has a large Jules
Verne library, says he never heard of it,
*
but he would like to get a copy if there is
WHILE WE ARE ON THE SUBJECT an English transaction. If anyone knows,
of bonds it may be proper to call atten- w.here such a ~ook can be obtai~ed Mr.
tion to an important .difference between Fisher would llke to hear fro1;1 him.
the Liberty bond and the present war('
bond. The Liberty bond contained no provision for being cashed by the govern·
ment until maturity. It was negotiable,
however, and could be bought and sold
like any other security. After the war
so many holders wished to dispose o
their bonds that their price on the marl

* * ·

